
Chapter 11 - Overcoming Deism and the Absentee God 

In the previous chapter, we saw that the relation between the supernatural and the natural is like the 

relationship between light and color. A well known formula in theology says that “grace (the 

supernatural) perfects nature.” It does not ignore it, bypass it, subvert it, demean it, rival it, or destroy it. 

One example: the light of supernatural faith sharpens and clarifies the light of natural reason. Another 

example: the supernatural love of charity (agapē) perfects the natural loves, friendship (philia), passion 

(eros), and spontaneous liking (storge). Another: when the will frees itself from the slavery to the 

passions and says “your will be done” to God, when the will lets God rule the passions, the passions 

become happier and healthier and stronger, not weaker. Still another example: faithfully married people 

have more satisfying sex lives than playboys and playgirls. Still another: priests and monks and nuns who 

give up the world live the longest in it. Ask any insurance company. 

As light is transcendent to all colors, God is transcendent to all finite creatures. And just as light is also 

immanent to or present to and perfective of all colors, so God is also immanent to and present to and 

perfective of all creatures. In fact, He can be immanent, or omnipresent, precisely because He is 

transcendent, like light. 

Because of this paradox of God’s transcendence and immanence, two heresies are possible. We can 

deny either half of the paradox for the sake of the other. We can easily think that if God is transcendent, 

He must be far away; and if He is present, He must be just another one of us or maybe all of us at once. 

Deism denies God’s immanence, or presence, and pantheism and paganism deny God’s transcendence. 

Thus pantheism and paganism do not believe God literally created everything else out of nothing. 

Paganism says that god (or more usually gods in the plural) is one of the things in nature, and pantheism 

says that he (or she or it) is all of them or the indwelling soul of all of them. Deism, at the other extreme, 

denies his immanence. Thus its god is long ago and far away, not here and now. He created the world 

long ago but then left if far behind, and if he rules it, he rules it like an absentee landlord. And like a 

deadbeat dad he doesn’t even visit his kids any more. 

Americans tend to be deists, like many of our Founding Fathers, especially Jefferson. The practical 

problem with deism, the reason deism makes it hard to be holy, is that we can’t get close enough to the 

divine Source of holiness (God Himself) to become holy by having it rub off on us. 

But God is not far away. That is not what “transcendence” means. Nor is He near by, being just one of 

the many finite things or persons in the universe. That is not what “immanence” means. He is neither 

outside the universe nor inside it; nor is He either outside us or inside us. Both it and we are in Him. 

Where we are does not define where He is. We are relative to Him, not He to us. Thus, after Adam falls, 

He asks him, “Where are you now?” (Gen 3:9). The universe does not give Him His address: He gives it 

its. It is “the creation”, His creation. It is relative to Him, not He to it. When He gave Lady Julian of 

Norwich one of her “showings” (visions), she saw a tiny hazel nut held in a giant hand. “What is that 

nut?” she asked Him. He answered: “It is all that is made.” In other words, “He’s got the whole world in 

His hands.” 

What does this theology have to do with becoming holy? De Caussade tells us: “All is in the hand of God. 

His action is vaster and more pervasive than all the elements of earth, air and water. It [His action, His 

providence] enters through every one of your senses. . . . God’s action penetrates every atom of your 



body. . . . The blood flowing through your veins moves only by his will . . . all your bodily conditions are 

the working of his grace” (p. 53). Saint Augustine says that God is nearer to us than we are to ourselves. 

Grace (God’s supernatural action) is not an afterthought, an addition to nature. It is there from the 

beginning. We can find Him in all things because He is in all things. Or, more accurately, all things are in 

Him. Grace is not in nature so much as nature is in grace. Saint Thérèse said, on her deathbed, 

“Everything is grace.” 

What is nature, then? It is the nature of grace. 

We imagine God (or His angel) coming closer to us as a thin cloud of light that comes to permeate 

thicker things because it is so thin. We think of spirit as thinner than matter. No, it is thicker. When God 

(or His angel) comes closer to us, it is like an iron ball moving through a cloud. He permeates thin things 

because He is so thick. 

If that analogy didn’t grab you, forget it. 

God is not a part of our life; we are parts of His. He is not the object of our religious experience; we are 

the objects of His. 

The things in the world are parts of a great picture that God is painting, notes in a great piece of music 

that God is singing, words in a great poem that God is speaking, events in a great story that God is 

writing. The next time you see a butterfly or a mosquito, remember that it is a word that God is 

speaking. For, as de Caussade says, “things proceed like words from the mouth of God. For what God 

creates at each moment is a divine thought [an inner word] which is expressed by a thing, and so all 

these things are so many names and words” (p. 49). The cataract of gases and galaxies and geese and 

girls is a cataract of words that stream like a waterfall of millions of meanings from God’s infinitely 

creative mind, words that are turned into matter. That is why nature is holy and why it can make us 

holy: because God is there, as Beethoven is in every note of every piece of music he composed. 

How does nature make us holy? Only if we see it as it is. What does that mean? This is what it means: 

when the Great King sends His ambassador to your house with a message, sealed with His personal 

King’s seal and addressed to you personally, how do you treat that ambassador and that letter and that 

moment? The messenger is God’s angel (“angel” means “messenger”), and the letter is all the things 

that God made and did and said, and the moment is now. 

What things? Events, which come from a long line of human causes extending back through the human 

family to Adam. And things in nature like sunlight and wind that come to us from Him down an even 

longer line of causes extending back through the universe to the Big Bang (“Let there be light!”). They 

are all parts of Jacob’s Ladder. Jacob’s Ladder is everything—everything except God, at the top, and you, 

at the bottom. The Ladder includes other people. You are part of their Jacob’s Ladder as they are part of 

yours. 

A ladder has two sides and many rungs. Jacob’s Ladder’s two sides are time and space, and its rungs are 

material things and events. That is why God invented time: so that we could find Him in it. That is why 

God invented space: to give us a place to find Him. That is why God invented matter: to make spiritual 

things visible to us, to make Himself known to material creatures. 



So matter is holy, and space is holy, and time is holy. The present moment (which is the only real time) is 

holy. Everything is holy. Only sinful man is not holy. That is why we must become what everything else is 

—holy: so that we can take our place, our privileged place, in this roaring river of beauty, God’s creation. 

So reverence the things that God sends to you in the present moment, which is His letter. And reverence 

the present moment itself, which is His ambassador. 

Here is a simple personal example. I find the sea the most beautiful thing in the material world. Perhaps 

for you it is the stars or sunsets or symphonies or flowers or babies. When I don’t see the sea for 

months, I dry up and get antsy. Then I sit on a rock for an hour just watching waves and smiling and 

listening to them; and that makes it a lot easier and more natural for me to listen to God, and that 

makes it easier to listen to other people, an art that I find bothersomely hard to do since I am by 

temperament impatient and a “loner”, with ADD. God put a strange power into nature (the Iroquois call 

it “orenda”) to make our hearts calmer and happier and even holier. Use it. 


